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unflag~g in their enthusiasm artd .impport from the first idea for the 
study to the final revision of the manu~cript Paul Heckman listened 
carefully, asked challenging questions, and always managed to protect 
the time and place for me to work. Ken Sirotnik not only provided me 
with technical help in the design ;md analysis phases of the study but 
shared with me his profound understanding of the complex substantive 
issues that underly methodological decisions as well And, of course, 
John J_ Goodlad, principal investigator of A Study of Schooling, director 
of the Laboratory in School and Community Education, and former dean 
of the Graduate School o~ Education at UCLA, created an atmosphere 
of trust and intellectual freedom in which all of us could pursue ideas 

and explore new directions. . · 
Finally, I would like to thank my family who made home a friendly 

place to work. My daughters, Lisa and Tracy Oakes, were kind enough 
to consider what their mother was working on important. My husband, 
Martin Lipton, was a wise and gentle counselor. His insightful sugges
tions for both the substance and the style of thi:5 book are reflected 
throughout Of course, as significant as these people's contributions were, 
the responsibility for the views that follow remains with me. · 
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Tracking 

Looking back, or looking casually from the outside in, the events of jun
ior and senior high school appear like a complex but well-choreographed 
series of much-practiced and often-repeated steps. Each student per
forms a set_ routine, nearly if not completely identical to that of his 
schoolmates. 'Even the stumblings, bumpings, and confusions seem so 
predictable and occur with such regularity that chance alone cannot 
explain them. Day in and day out. the rhythm continues, the tight 
schedule of slow hours in class interrupted by the hurried frenzy of 5 or 
7 or g•/4 minutes between-a few noisy moments of juggling textbooks 
and notebooks stuffed with worksheets and answers to a string of ques 
tions at the end of some chapter, minutes of half-finished conversations, 
partly made plans-and then the rush to be somewhere else on time. In 
class there is the near-silent, almost attentive listening and the seem
ingly endless talk of teacher: "Get out your books. Yes, I said get out 
your boo,ks. Now open to page 73 ... 73 ... 73. Yes, that was page 73. 
Yes. Now, if you w~ take out some paper ... yes, you'll need a pencil. 
No, this won't be handed in, but I'll check it at the end of the period. 
Page·73. Could you put away your comb, please? Now, on page 73 . ... " 
Heads bent over books and answer sheets. students wait for the bell or 
for an interruption-a forgotten announcement. a call slip from the of
fice, a fue drill, or some other break in the constant, repetitive motion. 
And of course there is daydreaming, meditation to the sweep of the 
sprinklers outside, sidelong_ glances at the hint of whiskers growing im-
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perceptibly longer on a nearby adolescent chin, and the w.ondering if 
· teachers go to bars after school or quietly slip into a closet after the last 

period and wait until morning. 
There is learning, too. It seems as though everyone plows through 

geometric proofs, Julius Caesar, the causes of the Civil War, and the 
elements of the scientific method, but not with too much attention until 
just before exams. Some of us may even remember a handful of mo
ments--not many, to be sure--when we forgot our adolescent selves 
enough to be absorbed in learning until the next bell sent us running to 
our lockers to get our smelly gym clothes before we missed the pus. And 
somehow things get learned ·and kids get smarter, test scores get better, 
essays get longer, problems get solved, constitutional amendments and 
the three branches of the federal government get memorized, leaves get 
labeled. frogs cut up, and cin and on. 

So it goes, year after year. School counselors, only semivisible most 
of the time, emerge periodic.ally to sort through the maze of classes and 
students until somehow everyone has a class arrange.d for every hour for 
the following year. And so the dance continues with only slight varia
tions on the dominant theme of sameness. 

Isn't and wasn't it the same for everyone? Yes ... and no. 

This book is about schools and what students experien_ce in th~. 
More precisely, it is about twenty-five junior and senior high schools anq; 
about some of the experiences of 13,719 teenagers who attended thoi,~ 
schools. A sameness permeated those experiences. Yet underneath this 
cloak of sameness the day.stQ:-A~Y..iJives of these students were quite <llt
ferent in some very imp-ortant ways. 

This book is about some of these .differences in the experiences of 
the students and what the differences have to .tell us about how secor1;; 
dary schooling operates in American society. The schools themselves 
were different: some were large, some very small; some in the middle-of 
cities. some in µe;u:ly uninhabited farm country; some inJ.be far West, 
the South. the urban North, and the Midwest But the differences in 
what students experienced each dl!-Y in these schools stemmed not '.so 
much from where they happened to live and which of the schools they 
happened to attend but, rather. from differences within each of the 

schools. :, 
This book is about a schooling phenomenon called tracking and -
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TRACKING 3 

how it both causes and supports clifferences in the lives of secondary 
students. Tracking is the process whereby students aire divided into cat
egortes so that they can be assigned in groups to various kinds of classes. 
Sometimes students are clas~ed as fast. average. ovslow learners and 
placed into fast. average. or slow classes on the basisl of their scores on 
achievement or ability tests. Often teachers' estimates of what students 
have already learned OF their potential for learping mqre determine ho~ 
students are identified and placed. Sometimes students are classified 
according to what seems most appropriate tp · their future lives. Some
times. but rarely ~ any genuine sense. students thehlselves choose to 
be in "voc~tional, ;,-''general/ or "academic!' programs. In some schools 
students are classified and placed separately for eachiacademic subject 
they take-fast in math, average in science; in other schools a single 
decision determines a student's program of elasses for the entire day. 
semester. year. and perhaps even six years of secondary schooling. How
ever it's done. tracking, in · essence, is sorting--a sorting of students that 
has certain predictable characteristics .' 

First. students are identified .in a rather public way as to then- intel
lectual capabilities and accomplishments and separated into a hierar
chical system·of groups for instruction. Second, these groups are labeled 
quite openly and characterjzed in the minds of teachers and others as 
being of a certain type-high ability. low achieving, slow, average, and 
so on. Clearly these groups are not equally valued in the school; occa
sional defensive responses and appearances of special privilege-ie .• small 
classes, programmed learning, and the like for slower students-rarely 
mask the essential fact that they are less preferred. Third, individual 
students in these groups come to be defined by others--both adults and 
their peers-in terms of these group types. In oth~r words, a student in 
a high-achieving group is seen as a high-achieving person, bright, smart. 
quick, and in the eyes of many. good. And those in the low-achieving 
groups come to be called slow, below. average, and-often when people 
are being less careful-dummies, sweathogs, or yahoos. Fourth. on the 
basis of these sorting decisions. the groupings of students that result. 
and the way educators see the students in these groups. teenagers are 
treated by and experience schools very differently. 

Many schools claim that they do not track students, but it is the rare 
school that has no mechanism for sorting students into groups that ap
pear to be alike in ways that make teaching th~m seem easier. In fact, 
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this is exactly the justification some schools offer for tracking st~dents. 
Educators sLTOngly believe that students learn better in groups with oth
ers like themselves. They also believe that groups of similar students are 
easier to teach. This book is about these ideas and how they were played 
out in the lives of students at twenty-five schools. 

This book is also about a very American notion called equality and 
how this ideal seems to be unwittingly subverted by tracking in schools. 
Most considerations of barriers to educational equality have focused on 
characteristics of students themselves as the source of the problem. Seen 
as products of disorgani~ed and deteriorating homes and family. struc
tures. poor and minority children have been thought of as unrnotiv~ted, 
noncompetitive, and culturally disadvantaged. But there is ai:iother V1ew. 
For in the tracking process. it seems the odds are not quite equal. It 
turns out tha~ those children who seem to have the least of everything 
in the rest of their lives most often get less at school as well. Explored 
here are the ways in which the different experiences of these students 
reinforce the differences they experience outside the school. Those at 
the bottom of the social and economic ladder ~limb up through twelve 
years of"the great equalizer," Horace Mann's famous description of public 

schools and end up still on the bottom rung. 
Th~s book is also about some fundamental changes needed in 

schooling. For there are some people-students, parents, teachers, ad
ministrators school board members, and even legislators--who are aware 
of the seeming intractability of schools. They also see the relative futility 
of altering only one institution in a whole constellation of social forces 
that conspire to keep things the way they are. Even so, they say "we 
must do better." For these people, this book is written. 

Intents and Effects 
I was talking recently with a group of teachers, school administrators, 
and school board members about the practice of tracking in schools. 
During the course of the evening we were considering some of the rea
sons-historical, political, and educational-that seem to support the 
practice. At one point, a school board member stood up and said rather 
defensively, but also with considerable pride, that the only re~on th~y 
tracked students in his school district was that they b_elieved 1_t was m 
the best interests of the students .to do so. "N.q.rg:esponsible person work-
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ing with children in schools c<;mld have any other reason," he concluded. 
I believed him. And I agree that those who work with teenagers in sec
ondary schools in this country, with very few exceptions. intend the very 
best for them. I believe that they want their students to achieve academ
ically and to develop personally and socially in positive and healthy ways. 
I believe that they mean their students to become responsible and pr0-
ductive members of society. And I believe that what they do and what 
they have students do in school are intended to contribute toward these 
ends. But I also believe the old saying about where at least one road 
paved with good intentions can lead. 

Tracking seems to be one of those well-intended pathways that, as 
we shall see throughout this book, has some pretty hellish consequences 
for many young people in _schools. How can this happen? How can well
intentioned people, trained educators, participate in a process that turns 
out to affect many students in ways contrary to their intentions? How 
can they be part of a process that turns out not to be, despite the protes
tations of my friend the school board member, jn the best interests of 
the students they work with? 

I think one reason is that a lot of what we do in schools is done more 
or less out of habit stemming from traditions in the school's culture. 
These traditions dictate, for the most part, the ways in which schooling 
is organized and conducted. Many school practices seem to be the nat
ural way to conduct schooling, an integral part of tqe way schools are. 
As a result we don't tend to think critically about much of what goes on. 
I don't mean to imply that these ways of schooling are not taken seri
ously. To the contrary, I think they are taken so seriously that we can 
hardly conceive of any alternatives to them. We have.deep-seated beliefs 
and long-held assumptions about the appropriateness of what we do in 
schools. These beliefs are so ingrained in our thinking and behavior- so 
much a part of the school culture - that we rarely submit them to careful 
scrutiny. We seldom think very much about where practices came from 
originally and to what problems in schools they were first seen as solu
tions. We rarely question the view of the world on whi~h practices are 
based- what humans are like, what society is like, or even what schools 
are for. We almost never reflect critically about the beliefs we hold about 
them or about' the manifest and latent consequences that result from 
them . And I think that this uncritical, unreflective attitude gets us into 
trouble. It permits us to act in ways contrary to our intentions. In short. 
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it can lead us and, more important, our students down a disastrous road 
despite our best purposes. 

TFackuJ.g is one of these taken-for-granted school practices. It is so 
much a part of how instruction is organized in secondary schools-and 
has been for as long as most of us can remember-that we seldom ques
tion it. We assume that it is best for students. But we don't very. often 
look behind this assumption to the evidence and beliefs on which it rests. 

I don't mean to imply by this that no one is concerned about group
ing students. I think, in fact, that the contrary is true. School people 
usually spend a great deal of thought deciding what group students should 
be placed in . They want to make sure that placements are appropriate 
and fair. And futher, what appear to be incorrect placements are often 
brought to the attention of teachers and counselors, usually with a great 
deal of concern. Adjustments sometimes need to be made. This is some
thing we seem to want to be very responsible about. But this very con
cern over correct and fair placements underscores my point. In some 
way, we all know that what group or track a stu,dent is in makes a very 
real difference in his education. So at some level, we know that grouping 
is a very serious business. What we don't seem to question very much, 
however, is whether the practice of grouping students itself helps us 
achieve what we intend in schools. Most of us simply believe, as that 
school board member asserted, that it does. 

Several assumptions seem to lend support to this belief. The first iJ, 
the notion that students learn better when they are grouped with othe.!} 
students who are considered to be like them academically-:-with tli,ose 
who know about the same things, who learn at the same rate, or who 
are expected to have silpilar futures. This assumption is usually ex-
pressed in two ways: ~t, that bright students' learning is likely to be 
held back if they are placed in mixed groups and, sl:fcg_tltI, that the defi-

1 · I l~ 1 • ciencies of slow students are . more easily rernediated if they are placed 
"9 r f ltJ in classes together. ~l:Be:r'7"a-rli'.ihipti,on is that slower students develop 
j . ~to" \or' more positive attitudes about themselves and school when they are not 
; J cJ «. placed in groups with others who are far more capable. It is widely be-
;: . j ,J-> lieved that daily classroom exposure to bright students has negative con-
!::.~ J •"" 
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,_... sequences for slower on~. A th~~ assumption is that th~ placem~nt 

i , ~ .,, processes used to separate students mto groups both accurately and fairly 
, t, \ reflect past achievements and native abilities. Part of this assumption 

too is that these placement decisions are appropriate for future learning, 
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either in a single class or for whole cours .f . 
vocational). Afol'Ti:-th assump" . th . _es o study (e.g., academic or 

-~·ver- uon is at It 1s · c modate indiViduaJ difii . easier ~or teachers to accom-
erences m homogeneo 

eral, groups of similar stud t . us groups or that, in gen-
Th en s are easier to teach and manage 

ere may be other assumption k . 
premises in support of tracking practi:e:\ ~::r :::; 

0
;~~~ese are the 

Well, what about these assumptions? 
Because we base so much of h d 

that they be carefully studi d S w at we o on ~em, it seems essential 
pirical eVidence from rese:~h ::~can ~e exarrune~ by looking at em
flective analyses with a hist . es. _thers require thoughtful, re-
political context of school. ;r~~!~~~ective_ sens~~ve to the ~oci~ and 
order to discover how our implicit thin~qurre cnttcal ~xammation in 
!ices that are contrary to th . g may be leadmg us to prac
with students Thi . h e ways m which we would choose to work 

. . s Is w at we are about to do here. 
Despite the fact that the first assu . 

or better in homogeneous group -· =tion-:that students learn more 
not true: Or, at least, we have ~a::n ost uru~ersally held, it is simply 
indicating that homo . . y mountains of research evidence 
learn better Over th!e;:~s_groupmg doesn't consistently help anyone 

conducted ~n the effects ofsixbtili'!. years hu_ndreds of studies have been 
a ty groupmg and tra kin 

learning. These studies have looked at various kind ; g ~n student 
sured different kinds of leamin d . s o groupmgs, rnea
ages and grades. Th tudi g,. an :on_s.idered students at different 

e s es vary m therr size and · h · 
Some are quite sophisticated th m t err methodology. 
certain specifics but one c ' :o~e ra er crude. The results differ in 
dents has be • one us10n emerges clearly.;__ ~gro!:P of_ stu-
---·--- .. - -~ f.0!!-.1!-:4. !'!..ki!!.1-f!fit consistentl from bein · - -ous grou-e_. A few of the st di- ·°Jl .... - ... Y.. .. _______ g_1.n.a.h01nogf!.11e:. 

the brightest learn more whu eths s ow that those students identified as 
en ey are taught in a f th • 

and provided an enriched c· . l H group o err peers, 
. uncu um. owever t d 
ies have found that the le.,~; f • mos o not Some stud-

.... ,...ng o students identifi d b • 
or low, has not been harmed by th . 1 . e as emg average 
However, many studies have fou: p d;~~;ent_ m homogeneous groups. 
students to be negatively affe t d b h am.mg of average and slow 

Th c e Y omogeneous placements 1 

acade ~ net result of all these studies of the relationship of tracking and 
Ill.le outcomes for students is a conclusion contr . 

held assumptions about it W b ary to the widely 
dents are not held back wh·e ~ can ~ fair~y confident that bright stu

n ey are m Jll.lXed classrooms. And we can 
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be quite· certain that the deficiencies of slower students are not more 
easily remediated when they are grouped together . And, given the evi
dence, we are unable to support the general belief that students learn 
best when they are grouped together with others like themselves. 

Toe second assumption - that students, especially the slower ones, 
feel more positively about themselves and school when they are in ho
mogeneous groupS-.:-includ~ a number of other premises as well.kWe 
often hear that classroom competition with bright students is discour
aging to slower ones and may lead to lowered self-esteem, disruptive 
behavior, and alienation from ·school Many who support tracking do so 
because they are conviriced it will prevent these problems. · 

During the past twenty years, several researchers have investigated 
these claims. Once again, the evidence we have about the relationship 
between tracking and student attitudes and behaviors shows something 
quite different from what so many assume to be the case. A considerable 
amount of work, for example, has shown that students placed in average 
and low-track classes do not develop positive attitudes. Rather than help 
students to feel more comfortable about themselves,- the tracking pro
cess seems to foster l.owered self-esteem among these teenagers. Fur 
ther exacerbating these negative self-perceptions are the attitudes of many 
teachers and other students toward those in the lower tracks. Once placed 
in low classes, students are usually seen by others in the school as dumb. 
Students in upper tracks, on the other hand, sometimes develop inflated 
self-concepts as a result of their track placements. 2 Closely related to 
students' self-evaluations are their aspirations for the future and the ed
ucational plans they make. Students in low-track classes have been found 
to have lower aspirations and more often to have their plans for the fu
ture frustrated .3 It is important to keep in mind at this point that much 
of the work in this area has controlled for other student characteristic s
social class, ability, and pretrack enrollment attitudes-that otherwise 
might be seen as major contributors to these effects. In other words, 
low-track students do not seem to have lower self-concepts and aspira
tions or to inspire negative judgments in their peers and teachers simply 
because they are poorer or less bright than students in other tracks or 
because they themselves had more negative attitudes to begin with. While 
these things might be true, a good portion of the negative attitudes dis
played by low-track students is attributable to the track placement itself. 

Moreover. student behaviors have been found to be influenced by 
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track placement Low-track students have been found to participate less 
in extracurricular activities at school, to exhibit more school and class
room misconduct, and to be involved more often in delinquent behavior 
outside of school. Lower-track students are more alienated from school 
and have higher drop-out rates. 4 Again, these results have been obtained 
in studies that controlled for other student attributes that might con
found the results. So we can conclude that, rather than alleviate attitude 
and behavior problems, as educators intend . tracking seems at least in 

part to contribute to them. Like the first assumption about students 
learning better, the second assumption about students feeling more pos
itive about themselves and school seems to collapse under the research 
evidence. 

The premises that student track placements are appropriate, accu
rate , and fair involve some fundamental considerations. To explore these 
fully, it· is important to look both at the research evidence about them 
and at the logic on which they are based . First, however, it is necessary 
to look at the criteria by which students are placed. Almost universally, 
three kinds of information are taken into consideration, although in varying 
degrees at different schools. These three are scores on standardized tests 
teacher and counselor recommendations (including ;grades), and stu~ 
dents' and their parents' choices. 

It is important to reali~e that · at least the first two pieces of infor
mation are believed to be a reflection of individual merit rather than of 
some inherited privilege. We want to believe that students who are placed 
in top groups are those who deserue to be there. In fact, the word deserue 
is often used when a student is seen to be misplaced or does not achieve 
up to what is expected in high tracks; he or she doesn't deserve to be 
there. So the criteria we use to classify and sort students are believed to 
assess their meµt - their ability and especially past achievements -c ~r
tainly not their race or ethnicity or socioeconomic position. And we also 
believe that these criteria are appropriate for students' future experi
ence. As in the past when we have questioned the criteria for hiring or 
for voting to be sure they were no_t related to race, class , or gender but 
were directly relevant to the actual skills and knowledge required, we 
want to be sure that the criteria we use in tracking are not arbitrary and 
that they really relate to what students will be expected to do. 

In 1970, when Findley and Bryan did a lar e surve of tracking 
practices · hool distrtcts they found tha@ercent of the dis-
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tricts surveyed used achievement and/or IQ tests as a basis for sorting 
students. 5 Later studies have also found that aptitude and achievement 
test scores are a major determinant of track assignments. 6 Given this 
heavy dependence on test scores, it is important to examine carefully 
the content, administration, and consequences of testing in relationship 
to the issues of fairness and merit 

Standardized tests are very useful devices for sorting students into 
ability or achievement groups. They are constructed to do just that The 
tests are comprised of items that separate people in tenns of their re
sponses. Those items that everyone answers the same way-either right 
or wrong-are eliminated from the tests during their construction. In 
other words, the things that everyone is likely to know, or not know, do 
not appear on tests. Only those things that some people know and others 
do not are there. This makes the results of the tests quite predictable. 
Test results, then, make a group of individuals appear to be different on 
whatever dimension the test is measuring-an aptitude, general intelli
gence, or achievement in a particular subject area. Sorting people ac
cording to their differences in these respects becomes very easy. 

What needs to be remembered here is that differences that a pear 
to be substantial accordin!LlD,test resu ts may, in ac, er atively nu
nor ·ven the universe of kno ed e or skill a test purports to measiire. 
Take a stan ardized test of seventh- and ei -gra e rea g ac eve
ment, for example. In designing such a test, as many as 60 percent of . 
the items initially considered to be good indicators of reading achieve
ment may have to be eliminated if it tums out-as it often does-that 
nearly all the seventh- and eighth-graders in the pilot group can answer 
them. Only those items are kept that a substantial number of these stu
dents miss. We have no guarantee that those items that are kept are the 
best determinants of reading achievement per se. We know only that 
they best separate students along a continuum oflow to high scores. We 
cannot even be sure that the content of the test matches the curricular 
objectives of the instruction students may encounter. Moreover, we do 
know that.this process tends to make tests that are labeled achievement 
tests actuallj'tests of general ability. 

The differences in actual (not measured) reading achievement, then, 
may be relatively quite small .. And yet we are willing to judge a student's 
level of achievement and, consequently, determine the kind of education 
he or she is provided on the basis of these test scores.' Part of this will-
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ingness can be understood when we consider the self-fulfilling prophecy 
of the normal curve. No matter what, half of the population is below the 
m~, below average. We really need to rethink whether this way of 
looking at human learning potential squares with recent and mounting 
evidence that, under appropriate instructional conditions, more than go 
percent of students can master course material.7 Nevertheless. we con
tinue to interpret large test-score differences to mean large absolute dif
ferences which demand large educational differences. And usually this 
happens without our being very much aware of the process that has 
taken place. We need. I think, to question seriously whether these rela
tive differences are appropriate criteria for separating students for in
struction. 8 

compatibility of their language and expedences witb the Jane;nag;e and 
content of test questions wjth the group against which the tests were 
normed, with testjng prc1edt1Fes, and nith mer• o£ the adults doing_ the 
testing. I owec,c!ass and minority youngsters are less JikelJr •a <lo w~ 
b,ecause of then; lanv1age and experience sU££oi:QQUOC A ttemnts to de
velop "culture-fair" tests and testing prgced::x, l!ave not beep very suc
cessful 9 • ;.;:===-

The consequences of testing, however, constitute the most damn
ing evidence against the fairness of tests. Poor and minority students 
consistently score lower than do whites. This result assumes special sig
nificance when considering tests that attempt to measure innate abili
ties or what we sometimes call native intelligence. We could judge such 
tests as fair only if poor and minorify youngsters were less capable than 
middle- and upper -middle-class whites. And despite sorrie claims of a 
s~all group ofresearchers about a relationship between race and IQ, we 
Simply do not have evidence that such a relationship exists. JO What we 
can be quite sure of, in fact, is that the ability to learn is normally dis
tributed among and within social groups. This is exactly the position the 
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courts have taken in regard to the placement of black students in spe
cial-education classes in California schools. Placement strategies that 
result in the disproportionate assignment of minority children to special
education programs are considered a denial of the equal protection and 
due process guaranteed under the Constitution. 11 

One other point should be emphasized here. This view of testin 
deficiencies is not a rare · b a few · ers at universi
ties. Many o t ose people who are most centrally involved in e area of 
e<iucational measurement have the same concerns. A recent issue of 
Educational Measurement: Issues and Practice was devoted to a discus
sion of problems with ability testing, especially in regard to their use in 
sorting students. 12 Nor are these worries merely esoteric. Principals, 
counse lors, and teachers are, more often than not, aware of some of the 
deficiencies of testing. But the habit of tracking is so ingrained they 
shrug off the problems for lack of a better way to preserve the practice. 

But tests are not the only means by which students are sorte d into 
track levels . Most districts repott diat counselor and teacher recommen;,. 
dations are used either as supp~r m lace of test scores . Are 
these recommendations accurate, appropriate, and farr. ey likely 
to counter the biases in tests? Unfortunately, we have little hard evi
dence about how these recommendations are made or about what fac
tors actually influence these subjective judgments. We expect, however. 
that school people will accurately judge educational capabilities-both 
aptitude and achievement-when making placement decisions. In fact. 
we expect them to do more than this. We expect them to be able to 
determine what life course is most appropriate for dilferent students, 
and we expect them to make these difficult judgments for a great num 
ber of students each year. Counselors may have 300 to 500 students to 
place-many of whom they barely know. Teachers often have more th~ 

150 studenlS to recommend. What's more, we assume that these_ deci 
sions can be accurately made under these circumstances about children 
as young as eleven years in many school districts and not older than 

thirteen in most. 
What information we do have about the process of teacher and 

counselor guidance leads us to believe that these judgments are cer
tainly no more accurate or fair than test scores. In 1963 a study of coun
seling practices revealed that students were often placed ~to groups on 
the basis of counselors' assessment of their language, dress, and behav-
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ior as well as their academic potential.l3 We do not know how wide
spread -this practice is. But even if it is widespread, the degree to which 
counselors and teache rs are aware of these influences has not been in
vestigated. M_y_hunch is that: 2'.iven the circurostai:ices Gfplaceroeut de
cisions factgr-s eftes mfh1enced by ~cc and classdress speech pat
terns, ways of interactin~ with adults aod other behaviors-often do, 
affe~t subjective judgments of academic aptitude and probably aca
denuc futures, and that educators allow this to happen quite uncon
sciously. We know that these kinds of recommendations often result in 
more disproportionate placements of students from various racial groups 
and social classes than do placements by test scores alone. Poor and 
minority kids end up more often in the bottom groups; middle- and up
per-class whites more often are at the top. 14 Again, we are left with se
rious questions about the appropriateness or fairness of one of the major 
criteria for student placement. 

The third criterion often used is student or parent choice. Often 
students at the senior high school level are asked to indicate4;hether 
they prefer a curriculum leading to college entrance, one leadin g toward 
a vocation immediately following high school, or a more general course 
(not leading to college). Although these choices are made by students 
themselves, Rosenbaum has poipted out that they are not made free of 
influence. 15 They are in ormed choices-informed by the school guid
~process :.u:id by rhe other iodicat o of what e · e place
ment is like,ly tg be. Students and parents are informed b; test sco~ 
and by the recommendations of coun selors and teachers. Given what we 
know about these two sources of information, how can their choices 
possibly be seen as free or uncontaminated? 
--K'T~s discussion leads to the following conclusion: Thinking care

fully about the processes involved in placing students in track levels and _ _L, 
examining what evidence we have about the results must make us se- "'7'{ 

riously question the traditional assumptions; we cannot safely say that 
track placements can be counted on to be accurate, appropriate or even 
fair. . 

eral) when students are in homogeneous groups-may be a little more 
~cult to set asjde Most teachers undoubtedly have some solid expe
nence that tells them that this is true. And as long as we confine our 
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considerations to the way instruction is usually conducted, I would have 
to agree. But I hope that by the end of this book you will be convinced 
of two things: ~ there may be some ways of conducting instruction 
that make worlcln'g with heterogeneous groups manageable . I cannot 
suggest anything quite as easy as working only with the top kids, but I 
think there are some instructional strategies that make heterogeneity in 
a classroom a positive instructional resource. Further, I hope to convince 
you that even if tracking students so that te~ can work with ho
mogeneous groups is easier, it is not worth the educational and social 
price we pay for it. 

The Gulf Between 

We have seen some fairly convincing evidence that tracking students 
does not accomplish what school people intend. We have also critically 
examined the assumptions on which tracking is based that support these 
good intentions. Careful analysis calls these assumptions into serious 
question. At the very least, we would be foolish to continue to hold these 
assumptions and base our practices on . them as if they were common 
sense. Reflection on these matters is in order and in fact long overdue. 

What we have seen, in essence, is that there exists a substantial 
gulf between intentions and effects in the matter of tracking students in 
schools. Some of what comprises that gulf is explored in the remainder 
of this book. We will look carefully at the actual experiences students 
have in classes at different track levels in a group of American junior 
and senior high schools. We will survey what content and skills they are 
taught, what instructional procedures their teachers use, and what their 
classroom relationships are like. We will consider how they feel about 
themselves, their classes, the subjects they are studying, their schools, 
and their own educational futures. We will also consider the implica
tions of this for questions of educational quality and equality for all 
American secondary school students. And we will look at some different 
ways of schooling , which include approaches to incorporating and ac
commodating individual differences in classrooms. We will consider some 
ways that might help us do better. But first we will consider how all this 
got started in American schooling-the historical events that gave rise 
to tracking and the explanations the01ists give of these ev~nts. 

2 
Unlocking the Tradition 

Well, you may ask, if tracking is as bad as the ey;jdence seems to indi
cate why do we continue to do it? One reason takes us back to the 
discussion in chapter i about the power of tradition in the decisions 
schools make about how to organize and conduct the business of teach
ing and learning. Tracking, as we noted like many practices in schools, 

. emerged as a solution to a specific set of educational and social problems 
at a particular time in bi story And, like many such "solutions," it has 
become part of what is considered to be the ordinary way to conduct 
schooling. As a result, the practice has continued long after the original 
problems arose and long after the social context from which the solution 
emerged has changed considerably. In short, the practice of tracking 
has become traditional. 

We need to lift tracking above this taken-for-granted level in order 
to reflect critically about whether it is appropriate, given today's educa 
tional problems, today's social context, and today's students - in short, 
we ~eed to unlock the tradition. litplacing tracking in its historical and 
!.ocial context, we can better uuderscand wbat it.iii This info1mation, 
too, is ess~ntial for a careful considera~on of whether it is something we 
want to continue. . 

We have to go back about one hundred years to trace the develop
ment of ability grouping and tracking in American school§. Before 1 860, 
t;!ee public elernentaty schools were established in only a small portjon 
of the country, principally in the more prosperous areas of New England 

IS 
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with markedly different opportunities to learn. It is in these ways that 
schools exacerbate the differences among the students who attend them. 
And it is through tracking that these educational differences are most 
blatantly carried out. 
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6 
Classroom Climate 

Certainly a great deal more happens in secondary school classrooms than 
the .presentation of curricular content and the creation of opportunities 
for students to learn. Day after day thirty or so teenagers are grouped 
together in a relatively small boxlike space. One adult, the teacher. is 
charged with an almost unbelievably difficult task. He or she must first 
of all keep . the group physically confined to its space. There must be 
order and usually quiet. And further, the teenagers there are expected 
to spend their time learning-learning what someone else has decided 
is important for them. Often what is to be learned would not rank high 
on a list of what the .teenagers themselves would say is interesting or 
important to them. They might not choose to consider the topics and 
skills of their courses at all · left to their own devices. 

We usually take all this or granted. Rarely do we step back tg con-
sider what a x to . Nor do 

· we think much about the su stantial degree of cooperation and willing
ness to go along with wha others expect of· them adolescents demon
strate in their participatio in classrooms. Essentially, we have in every 
classroom,· even in "hi achievin " classroo 
teacher coerci and st ent compliance: But, as we all know, this pro
cess is manifested in v, ry different ways in different classrooms. Some . 
teachers coerce·in su tle, almost invisible ways--which quickly give way . 
to mutual, cooperati e, positive interrelating-and others in an obviously 
authoritarian s~ i_i Some groups of students seem to be eager and en
thusiastic parti i ants. Others are clearly recalcitrant , 
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Involved in this process, certainly, is the quality of the relationships 
that develop between students and their teacher. Part ofit too is the way 
the ·students feel about being with one another in class. And clearly the 
kind of roles students are expected to play in the learning process
whether they are expected to be actively engaged or passively receptive 
in their compliance with the learning activity- is involved as well All 
these elements help to create the feeling tone of the classroom, the gen
eral atmosphere- what many have called the classroom climate. 

A great deal of student and teacher attention and energy is spent on 
these aspects of classroom life- the feelings students have .about what's 
going on, the kind of involvement they have with learning activities, and· 
the kinds of relationships that develop among those who are together 
day after day. These elements may not be as obviously related to learning 
outcomes as is the knowledge that is presented or the time spent in 
learning activity or the quality of instruction in a classroom. But we all 
have an intuitive sense of how important feelings, involvement, relation
ships, and other elements of our environments are to all of us. The cli
mate or atmosphere of the places we inhabit strongly influences what 
most of us do in them. This is certainly no less true in classrooms than 
it is anywhere else. 

'fh!s chapter will consider some aspects of classroom climate-why 
they are important and how they were manifested in different track lev
els at our twenty-five schools. As with the curricular contents ani:I the 
kinds of learning op ortunities sfudents had available to them, cons'icl
era e differences were found in the quality of relationships an type of 
student involvement that characterized hi h- and 1 w-track classes. In 
addition to escribing these differences, we will look closely at what they 
are likely to mean to students in terms of their learning outcomes, how 
they might influence the ways students come to see themselves in rela
tionship to social institutions, and how they are likely to affect the qual
ity of everyday school life for students. These things will be related, as 
were students' access to knowledge and learning opportunities in earlier 
chapters, to the larger question of educational and social equality. For 
here again, what we discovered about how the quality of classroom life 
differed for high- and low-track classes in our sample adds to the grow
ing picture of unequal educational experiences in these twenty-five 
American schools. 

CLASSROOM CLIMATE II5 

About the Climate of Classrooms 

Rea}jzjng that the quality of life in institutional environments is likely to 
be important in terms of both what is accomplished and how people feel 
about being in those environments, some social scientists have begun to 
study institutional climates. A substantial amount of this work has fo
cused on education environments-on both schools as educational in
stitutions ~assrooms as learning environments. 

The ~ of classrooms has been thou ht of ese 
researchers as the soci and psychological forces · . ce the so-
cial environment of thew o e group an subgroups within class~ These 
social and psychological forces ha~een seen as comprising three dis
tinct but interacting dimensions.~ are the relationships that develop 
in classroom life. This dimension includes how supportive teachers are 
of students, how students work together, the degree of affiliation or 
friendship they feel for one another, and finally, the way students partic
ipate in classroom activities. Th~imension is the goal-orienta
~n and personal-development features of environments, which are 
generally thought of in classrooms as the task or academic orientation 
·that exists there. The@limension, the system-maintenance 3.Ild 
change dimension, include~ the degree to which classrooms are orderly 
and organized, how control is maintained in them, how much students 
are involved in classroom planning, and the amount of unusual and 
varying activities that occur there. 2 

We considered some of these features of class climate in chapter 5. 
Certainly the clarity of classroom organization and procedures and the 
task orientation of both teachers and students, which differed so mark
edly in high- and low-track classes, are a part of classroom climate. In 
this chapter our focus will tum to the relationship dimension of class
rooms and to the kinds of involvement students have in their learning 
experiences. Before we look at the data, however, we need to consider 
the research done on the impact of climate on students. What evidence 
or theory do we have about its importance generally? Does it really mat
ter what relationships in classrooms are like? What difference is it likely 
to make if students are more or less involved in .what goes on? We will 
look at these questions in two ways. First we wjl] consider how different 
~ates relate to academic student outcomes; then we wiy 
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CQnsjder how different climates might affect the gua]jty of life in sehoel.s-_ 
for te.e_:n::a~g::e::rs:..an=.d:.:in::..:th::.:e.:a::d::u:lt:_s::o:.:c:ial:_:s::.:e:.:t:tin::;g:.s;.th:;;.ey~m .. a_.y...,;;;en:;.c;;o;;u.n .. · t_e_r_in....;t;.;h.;;.e · 
~ future . 

There is considerable evidence that differences in classroom cli
mates do account for substantial differences in student learning. Several 
studies in a variety of subject areas have clearly established the relation
ship between particular psychological and social aspects of classroom 
life and student achievement in those subjects. For example, one rather 
comprehensive study of secondary classrooms in several subject areas 
(including physics, chemistry, biology, geography, mathematics, -En
glish literature, history, an(l'French) found that, ·even when the mea
sured intelligence of students was contro,!!~e 
~ wjth a W"ter degree J2f inti..wacy am,mg aU dassrnaro pattir:-
1J2ants and an accompanying Jack of ci,iguishness ancl fticdon among 
~Also important in student leam.i.ng were a lack of erceived teacher 
favoritism and t e exis ence o a generally democrati ere. d
ditionally, students in the c asses ere more learning occurred were 
7onsidera6ly less apath tic bout their class ex 3 -

What mig t account for these results? Going beyond our intuitive 
notion that how we feel about the people and places that surround us 
must influence what we do, R. P. McDermott, in a provocative Harvard 
Educational Review article a few years ago, suggested some useful ex
planations f~just how and why classroom interactions-onf.import'1!!t 
aspect of climate-may serve to either enhance or limit students' learn
ing.4 

- - McDermott's explanations are not mere speculation but are based 
on an intensive study of classrooms in a variety of school systems. He 
first reminds us that, as was discussed in the previo1:1s chapter, environ
ments that most enhance learning are those in which children are clear 
about what they are to do and have enough lime to complete learning 
tasks. McDermott suggests that the interactions and relationships that 
are present in the classroom affect both the availability of time and stu
dents' understanding of tasks. The kinds of interactions that take place 
determine whether students and teachers develop what he calls "trust
ing relations," relations in which both teacher and students interpret 
what others in the classroom do as being "directed to the best interests 
of what they are trying to do together and [ understand] how they can 
hold each other accountable for any breach of the formulated consen-

CLASSROOM CLIMATE 

sus." 5 In other words, trusting relations exist when teachers and stu
dents see one another as mutually involved and working at the project 
of learning. In classrooms where trusting relations exist, students will 
spend their time and energy on learning. Where they do not exist, a 
great deal qf lime will be spent trying to get organized and negotiating 
relationships. Much of ' time and ener y to be de
voted to establishin rewards and unishments to get students to attend 
to t the students' lime and ener 1 e evote to 
not working and disrupting what the teacher is attempting to do. If 
McDermott is correct, his propositions go a long way toward explaining 
why students' perceptions of teacher support and concern are related 
not only to organized, task -oriented classrooms but to learning outcomes 
themselves. 

It seems reasonable to extend McDermott's conceptualization of 
trusting relations and their impact on learning to involve all the inhab
itants of the <;lassroom. If the students in the classroom trust one an
other as cooperating participants in the learning enterprise, they will be 
likely to spend more of their lime together on intellectual taks than on 
relationship issues among them. This certainly is consistent with the 
findings cited earlier, that classrooms in which there is a high degree of 
affiliation and a lack of fri~tion seem to be those in which students learn 
more. , 

This line of thinking is especially useful because it enables us to 
conclude with some confidence that positive classroom relations a:c.e 
om t · ore than a nice accompaniment to learnin . Good class-

room relations enhance stu ent learning. This is not to say that the qual 
ity of everyday life in classrooms is important only insofar as it affects 
learning . Indeed, the kinds of relationships students experience daily in 
schools are tremendously important in themselves. But it certainly helps 
us to understand the interrelatedness of all aspects of schooling to see 
how classroom relationships may be directly connected to the learning 
process. 

Of course, academic achievement is not the only kind of student 
~e lik.0ly te lii0 iRtb.i@ced by the cJassroaro atmosphere we wmila 
certainly expect that the climate of cbss;es, a,nd pllfti.-c!t,!Iat!y the relatiap
ship dimension. would strongly influence outcomes in the affective area 
as well, such as how students feel about themselves and their school 
e~ome research has been done in these areas that suggests 
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that student satisfaction is likely to be higher in classrooms where stu-
dents are more involved, where students artici .--... 
o acnvi es, an w e re ationships are positiYf:. Further, there 
is some indication that m classes with less friction and student apathy 
interest in the subject area is increased. 6 We will look in depth at stu
dent attitudes such as these in chapter 7. At that point, we will be able 
to suggest some relationships between classroom environments and stu 
dent outcomes in the affective area frcim the data collected about our 
twenty-five schools. Generally, however, the evidence we have from other 
work that has been done s\,lggests most strongly that "satisfying human 
relationships tend to facilitate personal growth and development. .. . 
Objective behavioral and performance effects seem to depend on a com
bination of wann and supportive relationships, an emphasis on specific 
directions of personal growth, and a reasonably clear, orderly and well
structured milieu. " 7 

Th~pe ef st1:1d8JlLQy!come that has been speculated 
about but not thoroughly investigated in relationshi ecific aspec 
o the classroom t. his c socializatio stu

~s for participa!;i.on..ai; adults in the larger society. o explore this 
aspect further we;eed to tum for a moment to a much discussed inter
pretation of the function of schooling in relation to the preservation of 
the structure of economic and social life in the United States. 

In 1976, two political economists; Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gin
tis, published an explosive book, Schooling in Capitalist America, which 
put forth a radical criticism of the U.S. education system. 8 A key part of 
this critique was a hypothesis about how the sorting and selection among 
students that go on in schools in this country and the differences that 
students experience in the kinds of educational environments that result 
can be directly linked to the preservation of the social, economic, and 
political inequality that exists in our society. 

In their analysis of schools as agents in the reproduction of the in
equalities in the American economic system, Bowles and Gintis focus a 
major part of their dicussion on the school's reinforcement of the social
class differences children bring with them to school and on the different 
kinds of socialization children from various social classes receive there. 
An essential element in their perspective of schooling is that groups of 
students, sorted (as we have seen) largely on race and class differences, 
receive different treatments that result in differences not only in aca-
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demic outcomes but in nonacademic outcomes as well. In fact, to Bowles 
and Gintis, even more important than the differences expected in U1e 
type and quantity of knowledge acquired by students in various educa
tional Sf:ttings are the differences expected in students' attitudes toward 
institutional structures, toward themselves, and toward their anticipated 
roles in adult society. In other wards, ii:i preparjn g students for their liY!!S 
in the real world, ~choQJs must se,iaJize students in vex:y portic11hlr ,nra)lfl 
This socialization roust include bow S1lJrlents feel about tberose)ves abom., 

~ 
r ~ 

i\ ·~ 

. ~ools and what tbey £aM e~c;:• iR the fot11:r:e. Also important, not all 
students can feel that they are competent, that they have unlimited po
tential; and that they can play a leadership role in the institutions they 
encounter. Some students must come to feel in quite the opposite way. 
These differences in attitudes, Bowles and Gintis believe, make possible 
the continuance of a social and economic system in this country that is 
characterized by unequal and undemocratic structures which go la:rgely 
unquestioned. 

_By socializing children differently, largely reinforcing the values and 
personality characteristics of the soeiai class of their £ 
Bo · dents to meet the demands of the 

· Q_ccupations·they are expected to assume within the e:xisfrag ele-ss strne:;, 
; ture. Lower-class student.s are expected to assume lower-clas · 

f i !\ social positions as a u ts. Mid e- and u e - · likewise t 
, , - ~ ciali I-

r_.. ~ $ ~~~~~~~fil..Wl~~aDJ:U,,ffil;is-fltl,ct{tl::re-ctcise--conl!~ -ODdence 
! '\ ' the social relationshi s which overn ersonal interaction in 

~ the work lace and the social relationships of the d cational s stem.• • i s and interactions in schools and classr 
-~ l imitating the social relations ips m various work settings, produce dif;.. 
't' ~ ferent ·kinds of future workers by fragmenting students into stratified "~ I -' ..,. g_roups wherein capabilities, attitudes and behayiors that are aJIDIQ: 

,~- ! ~ E!!ate for diffi:rent work environments are rewarded. These_school and 

t 
.., classroom relationships serve ~j)or "the self-concepts, aspirations, and 

, '-I\ social cJass identifications of individuals to the requirements of the social 
.,. division oflabor." 10 Thus, the claim, the educational system turns lower: 

£lass children into lower dass \/l[orkers. ~workers · b~i 
nate to external control and alieoared f.t:9w the institutions but willing 
to~onform to the needs of the work place, to a J cause of 
th{U'.Yay they were trea e m sc oo . Additionally, Bowles and Gintis 
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suggest that the absence of close interpersonal relationships is charac
teristic of both lower-class work environments and classroom environ
ments for lower-class children. In contrast, upper- and middle-class stu
dents, destined for upper-status and middle-level positions in the economic 
hierarchy, are more likely to experience social .relationships and inter
actions that promote active involvement, affiliation with others, and the 
internalization of rules and behavioral standards. Self-regulation is the 
goal here rather than the coercive authority and control seeri as appro
priate for the lower class. 

Recently, others have elaborated this "correspondence" view in work 
that begins to explain more precisely how classroom interactions may 
lead to these ends. 11 Rather than seeing students as basically passive, 
submissive recipients of school socialization, these closer looks at class
room interaction point out that students, especially lower-class students, 
often actively resist what schools try to teach them. These students openly 
reject both the behaviors schools expect and the content they value. By 
doing so, students challenge the control schools ,have over them. The 
existence of student resistance, however, does not contradict Bowles and 
Gintis's view of the role and function of schools in reproducing the work 
force. To the contrary, it explains how this happens in a way consistent 
with what we know about how many low-achieving students behave. 
The act of resisting what schools offer is part of how social and economic 
reproduction occurs. 

For example, Paul -Willis's ethnographic account of working-class 
boys in an English comprehensive secondary school, Learning to La
bour: How Working Class Kids Get Working Class Jobs, shows in inter
esting detail how this struggle between school and students takes place. 
By finding ways to leave the classroom, to smoke, to divert or subvert 
teachers' agendas, to disrupt routines and break rules, the boys in Wil
lis's study assert some measure of control over the school and classroom 
environment. But with their rejection of the values and expected 'behav
iors of their school, the boys also reject school learning-or any form of 
"mental" as opposed to "manual" work. Thus they see industrial work 
as desirable and appropriate for them. Willis also suggests that the resis
tance behaviors are an important part of learning to become low-level 
workers as these behaviors are what will make work life tolerable for 
them in the future. 

The production of lower-class workers from lower-class students, 
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then, can be seen as more complicated than the simple kind of corre
spondence between · the school environment and the work place Bowles 
and _Gintis's work might suggest It §terns not only from th~ differenti,itl 
treatment the school offers students but also from the kinds ofrespaoses 
students make to it. This interaction becomes the . re:eroductive force 
throu h which toe differe · · alization of students is accom li . 

- following Bowles and Gintis and,W' ·s, c asses at different track or 
ability. levels, because of the different kinds of students they serve in 
terms of their backgrounds, would be the logical places to accomplish 
this differential socialization. We wanted to look at our data in light of 
this possibility, to explore whether what happens in low-track classes 
functions to socialize students from lower groups toward passivity; in
stitutional relationships characterized by dominance, coercion, and dis
tance; and alienation from the educational environment. Conversely, we 
wanted to examine whether relationships and interactions in high-track 
classes were of the type that might help to socialize students toward 
more active involvement, institutional relationships characterized by 
greater warmth and concern, and greater affiliation with the learning 
experience. If these conditions did exist, that would suggest that track
ing in schools does serve to reinforce and reproduce the inequities in the 
larger society by limiting some students' participation in the educational 
experience. 

There is an interestin similari between those classroom charac-
teristics t at ow es and Gintis su gest promote soci ·zati 1 

status ositions and those that others ave found are rel er 
student learning.d ose aspects of classroom climate that appear to lead 
to socialization for lower-class occupations also seem to be those found 
in classes where students learn less. Taking the research and theory 
together, then, we can begin to appreciate the importance of the psycho 
social dimensions of classrooms. Once again , differences in these di 
mensions· seem very likely to be linked to tracking and ultimately to 
unequal educational experiences for students in various tracks-with 
environments for students at the bottom less conducive to student learn
ing and more likely to channel students into the lowest social and eco
nomic positions as adults. With these powerful possibilities in mind, we 
turn now to the data we· have about the climates of our Study of School
ing classrooms. 
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Relationships and Involvements in Twenty-five Schools 

The study collected data on several important aspects of classroom re
lationships and student involvement from student questionnaires, teacher 

_questionnaires, and the reports of outside observers. From the student 
questionnaires, scales were developed that measured such features as 
the teacher's concern for students, the teacher's punitiveness, the amount 
of disruption and dissonance io the classroom student apathy. and the 
regard students had for ODe aoofbec ta name just a few. Both the teacher 
.9.,uestionnaires and the observation reports gave us information about 
the time teachers spent disciplining students and the kind of iovalve.
ment students were likely to have in classroom actiyities. All these data: 
help us to unravel what the quality of classroom environments was like. 
And of course, we were most curious to see whether track levels were 
different along these lines. Our analyses showed that indeed they were: 

Additionally, when we interviewed the their classes, 
we as ed them to escri e e climates they pei;ceived. Their answers 
were varied as the teachers tended to interpret climate fn a number of 
ways. Many teachers' comments, however, did speak to the issues we 
are concerned with here. Some of them were quite consistent with what 
the students in various groups said about their classes. 

Teacher-Student Relationships 

There is a tremendous rapport between myself and the students. 
The class is designed to help the students in college freshman English 
composition. This makes them receptive. It's a very warm atmosphere. 
I think they have confidence in my ability to teach them well, yet be
cause of the class size-32-there are times they feel they are not get
ting enough individualized attention. 

Teacher, High-track English-senior high 

I had one worse class than this. • . 
Teacher, Low-track Science-senior high 

This is an especially warm and congenial group-towards each other 
and towards me. Logically because of age. Warmth towards them shows
we tease each other-I give much praise, extra credits, etc. If you are 
open and warm with them it is returned to you. Students and teachers 
are together trying to change a crowded, noisy, unattractive classroom 
into a nice place. Working on it together. Very high student enthusi
asm-very involved. 

Teacher, High-track Math-junior high 

/; 
;1 
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This is my worst class. Kids very slow-underachievers and they 
don't care. 1 have no discipline cases because I'm very strict with them 
and they are scared to cross me. They couldn't be called enthusiastic 
about math-or anything, for that matter. 

_ Teacher, Low-track Math-junior high 

Overall a good feeling between teacher and pupils-type of students 
you can joke with. When you get serious 95% respond. Very few disci
pline problems-eager to learn for most part 

Teacher, High-track Math-junior high 

They don't like me in a position of authority. These children don't 
like anybody in authority. 

Teacher, Low-track English-senior high 

Bright, enthusiastic, 1 had them two years ago for French and that 
helped. Relaxed, informal atmosphere about it. I like it because I don't 
have to be mean to keep them under control. In some other classes I 
have to keep it structured all period long, every day. 

Teacher, High-track Foreign Language-junior high 

My students are made to respect me and obey me. I make them 
work and learn or get out of the program. 

Teacher, Low-track Vocational Education-junior high 

We carefully analyzed all our information that concerned relation
ships between teachers and students in our 299 English and mathemat

ics classes. We..looked first at how teachers' concern for students was 
1mrceived by the students. To measure this dimension we asked the stu
dents to indicate their agreement or disagreement with a series of eight 
statements: 

The teacher makes this class enjoyable for me. 
The teacher listens to me. 
The teacher lets me express my feelings. 
I like the teacher in this class; 
I wish I had a different teacher for this class. 
I feel the teacher is honest with me. 
This teacher is friendly. 
The teacher is fair to me. 

The teacher-punitiveness scale and the measures used to assess how 
m~ch class time was spent on teachers getting students to behave were 
also used to get a picture of what teacher-student relationships were li½e 
in the classtQQIDs. The punitiveness scale, as you will recall from chapter 
5, included statements about the teacher making fun•of students, hurt
ing students' feelings, punishing unfairly, and creating fear in students. 
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The measures used to assess time were reports by teachers, students, 
and observers about how time was spent We also were interested in 
what evidence observers could find of overtly negative or positive inter
actions of teachers and their students. On the positive side, this evidence 
included teachers' use of humor, positive touching, or expressions of 
enthusiasm. On the negative side, observers noted when teachers made 
demeaning, punishing, or angry remarks, used negative touching, or 

gave other overtly negative expressions. 
Taken together, this information ·ves us an overall look at teacher

student re ationships at varirn1s track levels. The following patterns 
emerged. Both the students' perceptions of their relationships ,,with 
teachers and the roeasmes of Uroe spent on discipline or bebaYiar prob
le . t 

n:ack )eve)s. · h-trac lasses saw their teachers as more concerned 
about them and less punitive toward them than did classes in the 6 
~d. as we saw clear~y in chapter 5, teachers,. students, and ob-
servers in high-track classes all reported ~at less tim~ 

behavior and discipline than did those in low-track classe~ 
, were almost halfway between the high and low tracks on this set of 

measures. Interestingly, observers saw almost no evidence of teachers 

t 
being either openly negative or openly posttive in any of the track levels. 

It's important to be aware that students jn every track level 1eodPd 
to agree at least mildly that their teachers were concerned a . 

~ with this finding is that classroom observers saw little evidence of overtly i 
imilarly, teachers in general were not seen as very punitive. Consistent 

~ negative behavior on the part_ of t~chers. ?lassrooms were fo_r the mo_st 
<:::.J part what we might call flat m therr emotional tone. They appeared, m 

_ 3 large part, to be pretty neutral places. Yet even within this o:erall flat-
3 ness, our time and student -perception data show that something mark
a.. J edly different was occurring in different track levels. And_ th_ese track-
,_. related differences were fairly consistent a<;ross classes within each of 
~ the track levels. Relationships between teach~rs an~ students were def-
' 2: ~ initely more positive in high-track classes; relationships were clearly more 

~ -+: negative in the low. 

~ ~ Student-Peer Relationships 
Students interact warmly and cooperation exists- few· conflicts in 

' -N class. 
Teacher, High-track Vocational Education-junior high 

t ., 
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They can be friends one day and seemingly hate each other the 
next. They tattale on each other-put the other person down. 

Teacher, Low-track English-junior high 

l 
Very ~ood climate. Good rapport among students. Students have a 

ot of fun 1n class. · 
Teacher, High-track Science-senior high 

They pick on each other more than kids in average classes Th 
are more prone to violence-I obseJVe-but I've not had trouble. · ey 

Teacher, Low-track English~junior high 
. The b~ack and white kids do not get along in this class. They sit on 

diffei:en~ sides of the room. They attack each other verbally and they're 
not kidding around. "Basically the blacks call the whites rednecks-poor 
cra~k~rs-put them down. The blacks control the class. They are in the 
~aJonty-about 20, only_ 10 or I-I whit~. Sometimes they will start fight
mg and I have to break it up. The whites are lower socioeconomic ruid 
the blacks are too. This is deep seated and comes from home and I' 
sure they don't associate in any other classes or anywhere in schoof 
Their achievement levels are about the same. · 

Teacher, Low-track Science-junior high 
Class is close-knit group (many know each other). Not a formal 

atmosphere. 
· Teacher, High-track Math-junior high 

Generally, they have low self-esteem. They take it out on each other. 
_ Teacher, Low-track English-senior high 

Stu~ents have a lot of .conflicts in their interactions and when a 
student 1s upset they vocalize it. , 

Teacher, Low-track Science-junior high 
The _climate is superb. Peer-to-peer climate is great. I ge·t on with 

these chiJ.dren ~d have no problems. There is a lot of understanding 
and support at this particular class. 

. Teacher, High-track Math-junior high 

Kids can't stand each other, too many emotional p;oblems to listen. 
Teacher, .Low-track Science-junior high 

Vje used five different pieces of information to find out about the 
rel_ationships students had with one another and how they felt about 
being with theu- classmates. First, we used four of the scales that mea
sured students' perceptions of their classrooms. All looked at relation
ships among students directly, Qut each focused on a slightly different 
aspect of those relationships. . 

Student agreement or disagreement with the following seven state
ments helped us determine how much they seemed ~o like and help one 
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another. Taken together, these statements may be seen as a measure of 

peer esteem: 

I help my classmates with their work. _ 
If I am absent. my classmates help me to catch up on what I rrussed. 
I like my classmates. . _ . 
J like working with other students m this class. 
In this class people care about me. 
If I had trouble with my work, most of my classmates would help me. 
My classmates like me. 

Three sets of statements helped us get an idea of how students got 
along in the classroom. ·First. three statements were used as a measure 

of classroom dissonance: 

The students in this class fight with each other. 
The students in this class argue with each other. 
Students in this class yell at each other. 

Second, three statements measured the ~e of cliquishness among 

students in classrooms: 
Some groups of students refuse to mix with the rest of the class. 
Certain students stick together in small groups. . _ 
When we work in small groups, inany students work only with their 

close friends. 

And third, four statements were used to help u~ find out how much 
competition was a part of student relationships in their classrooms: 

T11ere is a lot of competition in this class. 
In this class, students compete with each other for good grades. 
When I'm in this class, I feel I have to do better than other students. 
Students in this class feel they have to do better than each other. 

One other statement elicited students' responses about ~ow friendly theJ 
thought their classmates were: 

Students in the class are unfriendly to me. 

Among these indicators of the kinds of relationships studen~s had, 
only the measures of clignjshness among students revealed no rm129r-
tant differences among track levels. . 

·Most important of the differences at different track )~els were the 
feelin ted ·about the friendliness amon students m class. Stu
dents · ow-t:rac classes, far more than those in the high tracks, told 
us that they felt that other students in the class were unfriendly to them. 
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were also found in the amount of an 
interactions that were reported among students in class. ow-tr ck tu
dents indicated that considerably more ar_guing, yelling, an fighting 
with one another took place in their classes. Substantial differences were 
also found in the wann. helpful feelings students had about one another. 
l[ii;tracf§.bidents far more often agreed that their classmates really 
liked one another arid were willing to extend help. Low-track students 
told us that these kinds of thin s were much less a part of their classroom 
experience. Again, a erage classe ell between the high and low tracks 
on these characteristics. 

There were track-level · 
as we , ut these differences were much smaller and less con · 
For examp e, in English classes both high- and low-track classes indi
cated that a moderate degree of competition occurred, and average classes 
reported slightly less. In math classes, high-track classes were the most 
competitive, average classes the next most. and low classes the least. 
While these differences in competitiveness were statistically important, 
they were much less so than the other differences in student relation
ships. What stands out as most dramatic are the people-to-people inter
actions that took place. Clearly, the classes in the lowest track were con
siderably more hostile and unfriendly places . Students could not count 
to the same extent on help from others or even on their general good 
will. Overtly hostile exchanges were certainly more frequent. 

Student Involvement 
We wanted to investigate as many aspects of the involvement di

mension of class climate as possibJe How involved did students seem to 
be in what was happening in class? How involving were the learning 
activities that were available to them? Were students expected to be 
active or passive participants in what went on in class? What were the 
impressions of trained observers about how involved students were? 

We gathered students' perceptions of their own involvement and 
feelings about it with three measures. One was the following set of state
ments, which indicated their willingness to go along with what was hap::_ 
pening in class--in essence, their degree of compliance with what was 
expected of them: 

I usually do my homework. 
I usually do the work assigned in this class. 
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The students in this class usually do the work assigned. 
I usually do everything my teacher tells me to do. 

A second set of swements told us how ~uch students seemed to care 
about how we]) they did in class. This set asked them to tell us about 
their feeling§, whereas the previous set focused on their behaviors. We 
considered this set of statements a Jl1easure of student apathy: 

Failing in this class would not bother most of the students. 
Most of the stud~nts .pay attention to the teacher. 
Students don't care about what goes on in this clas.s. 
I don't care about what goes on in this class. 

A third measure we used was the following statement: 

I feel left out of class activities. 

Titis helped us g~ insight into how much students might feel excludf:d 

from invo)yeme.nt. It also gave us clues about feelings of hurt or aliena
tion students might have experienced in their chl:5ses. 

We used information from the teacher survey to detennine whether 
students were being given opportunities to be actively involved in their 
learning. We divided a list of possible classroom activities into active and 
passive types. It was our belief that students would feel more involved if 
learning activities elicited active rather than passive participation from 
them. We categorized the following activities as more active: going on 
field trips; doing research; writing reports, stories, or poems; having class 
discussions; building or drawing things; acting things out; and making 
films or recordings. The following activities were categorized as more 
passive: listening while the teacher talks or demonstrates how to do 
something; listening to studen t reports; listening to speakers who come 
to class; writing answers to questions; taking tests or quizzes; and .read
ing. We knew already that nearly all classes, expecially in English and 
mathematics, are far more passive than active when -looked at in this 
way. But we were interested in the relative differences among track 
levels on this dimension. We also asked the students what kinds of ac
tivities they did in class and the observers what activities they saw taking 

place. 
We considered the observers' reports of several other kinds of stu

dent involvement in classrooms important: an estimate of students' in~ 
terest level; the percentage of time students spent off-task; the oppor-
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tunities ~tudents had to answer open-ended questions; the existence of 
c~perative small groupings of students for learning; and the opportu 
ruttes students had to direct classroom activity .. 

_F!11ally: we used two indicators of how much students seemed.Jo 
participate m classroom decision roakiog.- One was the students' re
sponses to the following series of statements : 

We are free to talk in this class about anything we want 
Students help make the rules for this class. 
We are free_to work with anyone we want to in this class. 
We can decide what we want to learn in this class. 
Students heJp decide what we do in this class. 
Differ~nt students can do different things in this class. 
Some~es I can study or do things I am interested in even if they are 

differ~nt from what other students are studying or doing. 
I help decide what I do irt this class. 

The second was the observers ' reports of wh0-tbe teacher or stu 
dents-made classroom decisions during the time they were in class. 
We felt ~at all ~s inform~tion together would give us insight into the 
degree of student mvolvement in classrooms. 

~ most significant thing we found is that genera lly anr enti~ 
sample of classes turned out to be pretty noninvolving places. As we 
expected, passive activities -li stening to the teacher, writing answers to 
questions, and taJcing tests-were dominant at all track levels. And, also 
not unexpected, the opportunities students had in any group of classes 
to .u:iswer open-ended questions, to work in cooperative learning groups, 
to dire~t the classroom activity, or to make decisions about what hap-

. pe~ed m class were extremely limited. In most classes these things just 
did not happen at all. 12 Any statements that can be made about differ
ences between tracks in this respect must be seen in this context 

HaVIDg said Efas, we may look at some important relative d.iffer-
-ences in the opportunities students had to be involved in their classes at 
vari~~s trac~ levels. Even though an sb 1dents were primarily passive 

_participants m the classroom as a :result of the few opportunitjes they 
had to be otheiwise, high-track students seemed to have somewhat more 

·. ctive leamin a · · · able to them than others. e were m e 
; · ely to ?o on trips. to do research, to do narrative or expository Writigg, 
to ~ct thmgs out, or to make films or recordingljJ On the othe r hand, 
while all students had extremely limited opportunities to make deci-
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sion~ students seemed to have had more than others . On the 
basis of these last data, certainly, we cannot say with confidence that 
the different learning experiences students had available to them in dif
ferent track levels created the likelihood that students would be more or 
less involved in class. 

The other indicators of involvement revealed important track-level 
differences. First of all, as we saw in chapter 5, the percentage of stu-;... 
dents not attending to learning activities was much greater io ]ow- then 
ip high-track classes. Further, the classroom observers estimated that a 
considerably greater _percentage of high-track students were interested 
in what was going on in class. These two observations are consistent 
with what students themselves reported about their own involvement
the most substantial differences we found. 

Marked differences were apparent on all three measures of how -studenL<; perceilred their iuvolveroent. Students in ~asses saw 
~elves as being more involved in their classes than low-track stu
dents. Students in low-track classes reported . that they were far less con
cerned about completing classroom tasks-doing the assigned work, the 
homework, or what the teacher told them to do. They also reported far 
greater degrees of apathy-not caring about what goes on in class or 
even being concerned about failing. Further, students~ classes 
reported far more often that they felt excluded, left out~ activities. 
Interestingly, the average classes did not follow their usual pattern in 
this area. While average English classes were quite like the high track, 
average math classes were more like the low. 

What do all these pieces of information tell us about student in
volvement in different track levels?~ when we look just at what we 
might think are involving activities, track levels don't seem to differ much. 
None of the groups of classes seemed to generate a high level of active 
student involvement. In the absence of a large number of activities that 
involve students in learning, greater weight must be given to the subtler 
interactive methods of involvement that are more likely to reflect 
teacher/school attitudes, values, and expectations for different groups of 
students. Both the observers' reports and the responses of students tell 
us that students in high-track classes were far more involved than were 
students in the low group. · 

Clearly, there is something more than class activities that lnflu
ences student involvement. We could speculate about what these other 
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gs might be. Many, for example, would suggest that a lack of in 
olvement or interest in school or learning is a characteristic trait of 
ose students who end up in low tracks and has little to do with what 

appens to them in the school setting. This is a difficult assumption to 
sustain since, as we have indicated earlier, students' characteristics are 
·closely intertwined with what happens to them at school from the time 
. ·.they begin. It is nearly impossible to sort out these complex factors to 
produce neat causal explanations for how students end up in a low track 
ID high school. It is probably safe to assume that an interaction of stu 
dent characteristics and school experience, or even school treatment, 
has produced a student who tends to be off-task, uninterested, noncom 
pliant, and apathetic and that such a student is also a low achiever or 
low in basic intelligence or whatever it is that gets him or her placed in 
low-track classes. To this assumption may be added the likelihood that 
the current classroom experience is so powerful that it can generate the 
low-track set of responses in students. This, of course, is exactly what 
Willis and others suggest In earlier chapters, we have seen a great deal 
of evidence that the students in the classes we studied were having ver:y 
different educational experiences. These differences should be borne in 
mind when we consider wliy low-track students were so much less in
volved than students in the high track. The substantial differences . in 
the content they were experiencing and the learning opportunities that 
were available to them may have contributed to the lesser involvement 
of low-track students. Tracking from the earliest grades will undoubt 
edly result in different educational outcomes. But so can tracking in a 
given school year. 

To see how this might be the case, it is worthwhile to look again at 
McDermott's conception of how relationships can influence learning and 
how student involvement with and time spent ID learning activities are 
mediated by the relationship of teachers and students. Our data are con
sistent with McDermott's explanations of how relationships influence 
both students' understanding of what is to be done and their attending 
to it. Students' perceptions of how concerned their teachers were about 
them lead us to believe that "trusting relations" were far more likely in 
high -track classes than in low. Further, the much higher level of teacher 
punitiveness that was reported in low-track classes reminds us of Mc
Dermott's finding that trusting relations did not exist in classes where 
punishment was relied upon to attempt to coerce students into compli -
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f ·tiveness a lower degree of trusting rela-
ance . A higher degree o puru . 1a'ss activities are related to lower. 
tionships, and less involvement m c . ted with low-track classes. 

al and are more assoc1a 
education outcomes fill hi ttem in that more teacher time 
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The time measures _help to . outs~:e~~ to behave in low-track classes. 
and energy were spent on getting support this picture as well. 
Some of our student-involvemen~ ~ea~ure~at the teacher wanted them ij 
Rather than participate c~operat~v;: ;1 :ey viewed the teachers' direc
to do-as they would be likely I track students tended to be 

the differences in the relationship and involvement dimensions of class
room climates are consistent With the different kinds of socialization that 
Bowles and Gintis and more recent writers suggest take place in schools 
and classrooms. Our findings support the theory in that classes where 
poor and minol:ity studen~ are most likely to be found-low -track classes-
were more characterized by alienation, distance, and authority than were 
high -track classes. Also supporting this view were the greater proportion 
of time teachers spent on discipline and student behavior, students' per
ceptions of their teachers as more punitive and less concerned about 
them, the more negative feelings and behaviors students reported they 
exhibited toward one another, and the more negative student attitudes 
expressed toward classroom experiences that were found in low-track 
classes. At the same time, the proportionately less time spent on behav
ior by teachers, students' perceptions of teachers as less punitive and 

. th · n best interests-, ow-
tions as lil err ow . A tly more of their .time· and energy noncompliant and apathetic. pparen ' . 

rfi · · th their teachers plans. 
was spent inte enng w1 . . s with one another as also im-

lf we consider students' rela~onship t here everyone works on a 
portant in creating a trusting enVIrOn:n ~screpanices among track 
common project of learning, we see odg~ among students were far 

Tr ration and even go . · 
levels. ust, coope ' l than of high More student time • tic of low-track c asses · th 
less charactens . . e and disruptive interchanges in ese 
and energy _ were spent m ho,s~e and energy spent in negotiating re-
classes. Clearly, the students b . t ce tow.ard those who do not . f 

. . d • taining a com ative s an '"l 
lationships an m~ . . best interests are time and attention taken '.~f 
appear to be wo~king ~ ~errAnd as McDermott suggests, this diversi~n 
away from learmng activity. h ative influence on acadenuc of time and attention is likely to ave a neg 

outcomes. h lassroom climate that the charac-We know from the researc on c . d and 
. hich students learn more mclu e warm 

teristics of classr~ms m w . . d student involvement We know 
positive relationships, task onentation, an al o more characteristic of high-

from our research that these feature~ are i:nations of how relationships 
l th low McDermott s exp d 

track c asses an_ · d tand how these characteristics ma e 
may mediate leammg help us _un ers . our data j ust those combi-
a difference in student learmng. We see m t 

£ t res that McDermott sugges s. 
nations of classroom ea u f I m experiences that seems to en-

Again we fi_nd a pat_te~~ .:s ~o:s;i:;e students already disposed to do 
hance the leammg poss1bilit1 W even more clearly a pattern 

th . high track classes. e see fi d 
well- ?se. l~ - . of those at the bottom. Once again, we_ n 
likely to mh1b1t the learn.mg h 

I 
from the school envuon -

that those students who need the most ~ p 
· the least · 

ment are getting · .all tion it is apparent too that Turning to the issue of stud ent soc1 za ' 

more concerned about them, the lower levels of student hostility toward 
peers and apathy toward the classroom situation, and the less frequent 
student reports of feeling isolated found in high-track classes seem to 
provide support for the assertion that those at the upper levels experi
ence relationships that lead them to affiliate with the schooling experience. 

There is some additio11al support in our findings for the hypothesis 
that students from different groups have different -types of involvement 
With their schooling experience as a res ult of the type of social relation
ships they experience. High-track classes tended to be more character
ized by a greater frequency of active learning activities and more on-task 
behavior in the classroom as well as a considerably higher level of stu 
dent involvement as students themselves perceived it than were the low
track groups. However, no differences were observed in the number of 
opportunities students had to direct classroom activity, to express opin
ions, or to work cooperatively together. It seems clear that in all types of 
classrooms students were Primarily passive participants. Indeed, there 
is little evidence in the data that the structure of learning activities in 
any track level was such that stu.dents participated in decision making 
or in classroom or group leadership for any more than a small fraction of 
class time. However, high -track students appear to have experienced 
more active involvement than others, even on this small scale . 

Bowles and Gintis assert that the values and personality character 
istics necessary for the maintenance of an uriequal society are produced 
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in students through their social relationships. They suggest that for stu
dents from the lower social strata-those seen as most likely to enter the 
manual-labor force-school and classroom relationships promote accep
tance of coercion and obedience to established authority. Willis and oth
ers remind us that students' open rejection of school plays a part in this 
process. On the other hand, for ·students from the upper social levels-
those most expected to enter elite positions--relationshi .ps foster inde
pendence, internal control, and affiliation with others. 

It is likely that the differences in relationships found in our class
rooms contribute to the differences in values and dispositi~ns toward 
institutions suggested by these scholars. Our study does not indicate 
whether the differences in relationships found among track levels cor
respond to those found at different occupational levels in the economic 
hierarchy. What we saw is merely consistent with the proposition that 
students from different socioeconomic positions experience differences 
in their classroom relationships and types of involvement in learning 
activity. Furthermore, these differences have a.strong potential for lead
ing students differentially either toward affiliation with and active in
volvement in social institutions or toward alienation from and a more 
negative involvement in the institutions they encounter . 

The view of schools as meritocratic institutions where, regardless of 
race or class, those students with the "right stuff" are given a neutral 
environment where they can rise to the top is called into question by our 
findings. Everywhere we tum we see the likelihood of in-school barriers 
to upward mobility for capable poor and minority students. The mea~ 
sures of talent seem clearly to work against them, resulting in their dis
proportionate placement in groups identified as slow. Once there, their 
achievement seems to be further inhibited by the type of knowledge they 
are exposed to and the quality of learning opportunities they are af
forded. Further, the social and psychological ilimensions of classrooms 
for those at the bottom of the schooling hierarchy impose more con
straints on students. Negative relationships and low levels of student 
involvement appear not only to restrict their chances of learning but to 
socialize students in such a way that they are prepared to stay at the 
bottom levels of institutions, not only as teenagers in schools but in adult 
life as well. 

We know that some bright students who begin with racial and eco
nomic handicaps do excel in school. Some of these students manage to 
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struggle to the top despite the constraints . 
experience. And because the do they ~ncounterm their school 
that confinn the meritocrau y . we often pomt to them as examples 
b c nature of schoolin w lik 

ecause some students use the h I . g. e e to say that 
educationally and economicall/cth ex; s t~ acti~ve upward mobility, both 
to proVide students from all back a ; oo s m general are structured 
ut the overcomi of barn· bgroun s with an equal chance to do so. 
. . ers y a small f d 

tainly 1s not eVidence of the . d . stu ents cer-

Home is the place where wh 
They have to take you in.' en you have to go there 
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in such a home. even a comfortably appointed room with its own te~e
vision set would not indicate full acceptance and equality of family 
membership. How similar to the ungracious reception given to low-tr~cked 
students! Fortunately, in Frost's poem, Mary counters Warrens b~
grudging sense of obligation . wiU"i her own more generous and urunen-

tocratic view: 

I should have called it ~· 
Something you somehow haven't to deserve: 

Can the right to equal edu'cation be really seen in any othe~ w.ay? 

.. ~..... •_.j~ • WA• •' ,• 

7 
· .. dent Attitudes: The 
gitimation of Inequality 

"d the stud~nts in our twenty-five secondary schools feel about 
·ences we have been describing? Were students in the top track 

·a11y pleased, or even smug, about-the obviously preferential treat
they received? Were those at the bottom outraged at what seems 

~ o obvious-that they were getting so much less than others? Could 
' ot have known? Could ~ey not have cared? Is it possible that they 

t they were getting just about what they deserved? 
haye scrutinized the differences in the schooling experiences 
those students identified as the most able and those identified 
st But the answers to the questions posed above are crucial to 

es we have been considering throughout this book. How ,§!ll
about what they experienced can ·ve us valuable · si ht about 
personal effects of the differences in the da -to-day classroom 
'at we oun . How students feel about themselves and th ir 

·enc · likel t the conduct 

. g the answers to these questions Is not easy in a study like 
ollected our data from thousands of students at only one point 
that time we did have some hunches aboutbow ·track levels 
ls might be different from one another, but we could not 
e exact nature or extent of the differences we would find . 
• we could not have asked our students specifically how 

henomena we were not even sure existed. And, of course, 




